CLEAN-UP AND MAINTENANCE

Cubicle Tracks
Cubicle tracks require very little maintenance. If carriers do not
move smoothly, check the track for binding. If the track is clear of
debris, spray the inside of the track with a light coating of silicone
spray. Be careful not to spray the curtains and wipe any excess
spray from the track.
Standard Cubicle Curtains, Cubicle Curtain Mesh or Standard
Fabric Only
1. Wash Cycle
Wash as any standard colored fabric, with water temperature
not to exceed 160˚F. Detergents: Use a synthetic detergent.
DO NOT use a caustic soap or bleach. Do Not add softener.
2. Extraction Cycle
Fabric requires no more than 2-4 minutes extracting,
depending on size of load and equipment used.
3. Drying Cycle
Tumble dry for 3-5 minutes on the low/synthetic cycle. DO
NOT overload the dryer. Excessive heat will decrease the
permanent press feature of this fabric. Remove immediately
from the dryer after the cycle is complete.

Hard to Clean Spots:
Standard household/vinyl cleansers and/or a soft bristle brush
can be used for removing troublesome spots or stains. Heavy
“dried on” soil may first require soaking to loosen.
DO NOT USE HARSH CLEANSERS OR SOLVENTS.
Belroc does not recommend the laundering of Super Bio Stat
since laundering may substantially decrease the useful life of
these fabrics. However, if laundering is required, follow the
procedures of the International Fabricare Institute:
1. Wash and rinse according to the “Synthetic Washing
Procedure for Coated Fabrics” with temperatures not
exceeding 100° F.
2. Extract water with centrifugal extractor.
3. Tumble dry in a steam dryer (not gas) at 120° F. maximum. For
tailored, precise fitted items, tumble dry without heat or air dry.
DO NOT IRON.
Bedspreads/Bed Scarves
1. Wash separately (do not combine with other products)
2. Wash darks separately

4. DO NOT put through a mangler.

3. Machine wash (120o F - 160o F)
Draperies/Top Treatments
Draperies should be cleaned as seldom as possible with dusting
or vacuuming done on an “as needed” basis. Frequent or
repeated cleanings may remove some of the “life” from a drape
eventually yielding limpness to the material. Dry cleaning is the
preferred method for cleaning.

4. Tumble dry – medium – remove promptly
5. Use steam iron – low setting
6. DO NOT DRY CLEAN
2-3% shrinkage anticipated in washing cycle

Decorative Metal Drapery Rods
To clean the rods, wipe them with a damp cloth.
Vinyl Shower Curtain Washing Instructions
Super Bio Stat materials offer “clean-in-place” convenience. Any
soils or stains that may accumulate on the surfaces should be
removed periodically for a fresh new appearance. Use neutral
soap suds and lukewarm water. Then rinse with water and allow
fabric to dry.
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